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ABSTRACT
The chemistry of carbon molecules leading to the formation of large carbon-bearing molecules and
dust in the interior of an expanding supernova is explored and the equations governing their abundances
are solved. A steady state between production and destruction is set up early and evolves adiabatically
as the supernova evolves. Simple solutions for that steady state limit yield the abundance of each linear
carbon molecule and its dependence on the C/O atomic ratio in the gas. Carbon dust condenses from
initially gaseous C and O atoms because Compton electrons produced by the radioactivity cause disso-
ciation of the CO molecules, which would otherwise form and limit the supply of C atoms. The resulting
free C atoms enable carbon dust to grow faster by C association than its destruction by oxidation for
various C/O ratios. Nucleation for graphite growth occurs when linear molecules transition to ringedC
nmolecules. We survey the dependence of the abundances of these molecules on the C/O ratio and onC
nseveral other kinetic rate parameters. The concept of ““ population control ÏÏ is signiÐcant for the
maximum sizes of carbon particles grown during supernova expansion. Interpretation of presolar
micrometer-sized carbon solids found in meteorites and of infrared emission from supernova is relaxed
to allow O to be more abundant than C, but the maximum grain size depends upon that ratio.
Subject headings : astrochemistry È dust, extinction È infrared : stars È molecular processes È
radiative transfer È supernova remnants
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this study is to understand the abundances of
linear-chain carbon molecules within expanding supernova
interiors. Those interiors are hydrogen free, so the chem-
istry is dominated by carbon and oxygen atoms. Oxidation
by free O atoms opposes the association of free carbon into
carbon clusters. Linear chains of n carbon atoms, called C
n
,
grow to lengths n \ 10È24 before spontaneous isomer-
ization renders them cyclic. Their abundances are stepping
stones to the growth of larger carbon solids subsequent to
that isomerization. In that sense the cyclic are nuclei forC
nthe growth of carbon dust in the supernovaÏs expanding and
cooling interior. Their abundances determine the rate of
association of free C atoms in the Ñow toward larger par-
ticles. And they set the abundance level of all that is to
follow.
Our kinetic approach di†ers from that of equilibrium
nucleation theory. The abundances of the linear molecules
are established in a steady state between creation andC
ndestruction, but that steady state di†ers greatly from the
thermal equilibrium steady state because of the large depar-
ture from equilibrium of the abundance of the CO molecule.
A later section devotes its attention to clariÐcation of this
distinction among steady states.
Astronomical signiÐcance follows directly from the
recovery of these supernova particles from meteorites and
from their redistribution of the supernova light curve (see
below). The novelty of the chemistry is generated by the
breakup owing to radioactivity of the CO molecule, which
normally is thought to lock up the lesser of the C and O
abundances at an early stage of an equilibrium cooling
sequence. Because the supernova interior is so oxidizing in
most of its mass, this point is essential to understanding the
growth of supernova graphite grains. The point has been
demonstrated by the numerical calculations of Clayton,
Liu, & Dalgarno (1999, hereafter CLD99). The present
work clariÐes the behavior of the reaction network estab-
lished by CLD99. Were H present, the reaction network
would have many more complications (e.g., Pascoli &
Polleux 2000).
1.1. T he Radioactive Environment and the CO Mass
Supernovae are profoundly radioactive. For a few years
following the explosions, their interiors can be thought of as
cooling thermal gases containing a hornetÏs nest of energetic
particles. A graph of the production rate per gram of
Compton electrons as a function of their recoil energy is
presented (for several di†erent mass zones of a model of
supernova 1987A) by Clayton & The (1991). Compton elec-
trons and X-rays are created in this way by the primary
gamma rays of the radioactivity, and their interactions with
the expanding mass provide various observational displays :
their degradation into thermal heat in the gases causes the
visual light of supernovae to be emitted ; early escape from
the supernova surface of hard X-rays created in the Ðnal
states of Compton scattering events presages the appear-
ance of gamma-ray lines ; the escaping gamma-ray lines
demonstrate the correctness of explosive nucleosynthesis
theory and measure the yield of radioactivity, primarily
56Ni and its daughter 56Co; partial escape of positrons
following 56Co decay contributes to the galactic glow at 511
keV; nonthermal radiation from neutrals, ions, and
electron-ion recombination is seen emanating from cool
gases from which it would be unexpected but for the radio-
active excitations ; and the growth and survival of molecules
and dust is moderated by the X-rays and Compton elec-
trons. All of these and more follow from the realization that
supernova interiors are bathed with the suprathermal ema-
nations of radioactive 56Co (Clayton, Colgate, & Fishman
1969 ; Colgate & McKee 1969 ; Clayton & The 1991).
Despite the complexity of the supernova phenomenon,
the state of internal matter after the Ðrst week of violent
expansion is well understood and predictable : a gas coast-
ing radially outward having velocity proportional to radial
distance, cooled by the work of di†erential expansion but
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heated by predictable transport of gamma rays and X-rays
arising from the central 56Co radioactivity. The spectrum
and rate of production of fast electrons having energies
from tens to hundreds of keV at di†ering depths has been
calculated and displayed by Clayton & The (1991). Their
Figures 1 and 2 show that the Compton-electron pro-
duction spectrum is proportional to and that(1 ] E/E0)~2at t \ 175 days (a signiÐcant epoch for dust growth) the
total number rate averaged over the entire model of SN
1987A averages 5] 1013 g~1 s~1 and has the value
1.0] 1014 g~1 s~1 in the carbon shell (depth m\ 14). The
rate at other time scales with the radioactive power
e(~t@111d). These rates for energizing electrons are adequate
for computation of their chemical e†ects. Thus about
Ncre \ 1 ] 1014e*~(t~175d)@111d+ g~1 s~1 (1)
Compton recoil electrons are energized per gram per
second within the carbon shell. This means that during 1 yr
about 1% of all electrons su†er a Compton collision. An
even greater number su†er energizing collisions with those
fast Compton electrons, so a large fraction of all electrons
su†er an energizing collision during the year (a character-
istic time for a supernova). No wonder, then, that their
number density at any time (their production rate times
their energy-loss lifetime) is adequate to produce serious
chemical consequences. In particular, the CO molecule lives
only a couple of months before disruption, thereby
returning free carbon to the gas.
A series of works (Lepp, Dalgarno, & McCray 1990 ; Liu,
Dalgarno, & Lepp 1992 ; Liu & Dalgarno 1994, 1995, 1996)
have demonstrated the profound consequences of this
radioactivity for the formation and survival of molecules. In
particular, the chemically inert CO molecule is disrupted
shortly after its formation by ionizing collisions with the
fast electrons, or by dissociative collisions with fast elec-
trons, or by charge exchange with the He` that exists by
virtue of the radioactivity. Comparison of the computed
and observed masses of CO in SN 1987A is shown by Liu &
Dalgarno (1995). The lifetime of a CO molecule is of order
months, depending upon the time since the explosion, so its
abundance maintains near steady state with respect to its
formation and destruction while the interior expands. The
energetic particles enable one to understand why the
observed CO mass is only a few percent of the much larger
mass that would have been present in the absence of radio-
activity. Despite the falling thermal temperature of the gas
and despite the adequate radiative association rate for
C] O ] CO, the calculated CO mass, like the observed
estimates, levels o† near 5] 10~3 whereas it wouldM
_
,
have been perhaps 50 times greater in the absence of radio-
activity. Because CO is not a dominant chemical form for C,
the remainder of it will be mostly in free neutral C atoms
since the radioactivity causes the supernova ejecta to be
only lightly ionized (Liu et al. 1992).
A subsequent calculation of the CO mass in SN1987A by
Gearhart, Wheeler, & Swartz (1999) di†ered from that of
Liu & Dalgarno (1995) by ejecting only about 10~4 ofM
_CO, roughly 50 times less than the mass calculated by Liu
& Dalgarno (1995). Figure 1 reproduces Figure 7a of Gear-
hart et al. (1999) in order to display the gaseous number
densities of C, O, and CO at t \ 200 days in their model
calculation. Although we believe this ejected CO mass to be
too small for reasons to be stated below, the calculated CO
abundance peaks between 1.5 and 3 where the largestM
_
,
FIG. 1.ÈModel of SN 1987A reproduces Fig. 7a of Gearhart et al.
(1999) in order to display the gaseous number densities of C, O, and
molecular CO at t \ 200 days in their model calculation. Although we
believe this ejected CO mass to be too small by a factor of 50 for reasons
stated in the text, the calculated CO abundance shows that the C atoms are
overwhelmingly free. CO abundance peaks between 1.5 and 3 whereM
_
,
the largest density of C atoms exists. For the same reason the mass of
carbon solids condensed will also be strongly concentrated in this zone
plus that of the C-rich helium-burning shell between 3 and 5 M
_
.
density of C atoms exists. For the same reason the mass of
carbon solids condensed will also be strongly concentrated
in this zone plus that of the C-rich helium-burning shell
between 3 and 5 Note also in Figure 1 that the C/OM
_
.
abundance ratio changes from less than unity to greater
than unity near 3 however, if the composition can beM
_
;
mixed at the molecular level before dust condensation
(which we doubt), that composition is O-rich everywhere, as
shown in Figure 7b of Gearhart et al. (1999).
We believe, based on private discussions with W. Liu and
C. Wheeler, that this di†erence in the calculation of CO
mass resulted from an excessively large destruction rate of
CO owing to interactions with the O` molecule. The O`
abundance used by Gearhart et al. may have been too large
owing to their belief that the destruction of O` by charge
exchange with atomic C is small. Figure 9 of Gearhart et al.
(1999) shows that their calculations Ðnd charge exchange
with O` to be the dominant destruction of CO. However,
O` should be, we believe, much less abundant because of
charge-exchange destruction by neutral C, in which case
their CO mass will agree with Liu & Dalgarno (1995). The
reader must appreciate that in either calculation the abun-
dance of CO ejected is much less than that of C, so most
carbon remains free atoms. The radioactivity (which is
responsible for the fast-electron dissociation of CO and also
for whatever O` does exist) has the e†ect of nullifying the
permanence of the CO trap for atomic C within supernovae.
Our study relies on this main point rather than on the
precise value of the small CO mass fraction. Our results
are valid for either calculation of the small CO abun-
dance, requiring only that almost all carbon remains free of
oxidation.
The consequences of having free C atoms for dust growth
within the expanding supernova interior are profound. The
continuously cooling gases are forced to contain a large
abundance of free carbon atoms even though they are
accompanied by an even greater number of free O atoms.
The vapor pressure of C is made vastly greater than would
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be expected in terms of thermodynamic equilibrium at the
kinetic temperature of the gas. Such supersaturation of the
C vapor is a potential driver of rapid condensation of
carbon into solid form. The conventional wisdom,
embodied in the statistical equilibrium of slowly cooled
gases containing C and O atoms, is that the one of lesser
abundance will be consumed in the tightly bound (11.09 eV)
CO molecule, which is chemically almost inert, so the chem-
istry of the remaining gas will be dominated by the greater
of the C and O abundances. This paradigm has worked well
in understanding the chemistry of asymptotic giant branch
star envelopes (Lodders & Fegley 1997 ; Sharp & Was-
serburg 1995), and it has been argued to apply in super-
novae as well (Bernatowicz et al. 1996 ; Amari & Zinner
1997). But the existence of abundant free C atoms, unan-
ticipated in equilibrium theory, within slowly cooled super-
nova gas has called this into question.
1.2. Supernova L ight-Curve Consequences
The best evidence of the role of newly condensed dust on
the redistribution of radiation from supernovae is derived
from observations of SN 1987A, which is our only example
of this phenomenon. Major e†ects of dust condensation
observed were a drop in the visual light output after 460
days, blueshifted line proÐles after 530 days from the [O I]
optical doublet jj6300, 6363, and dramatic increase of the
IR emission from dust after 500 days. Explanations of these
phenomena are reviewed by Wooden (1997), who concludes
that dust condensation may have begun as early as 350 days
in SN1987A, and by 615 days the dust was so thick that it
became optically thick. The 6 month window prior to
optical thickness a†orded a chance to identify the dust by
its spectral features, but none from silicates or SiC could be
found. The apparently featureless dust of SN1987A suggests
either carbon grains or metallic iron or both. The favored
zone for carbon condensation is the C, O core, because it
cools the fastest (Wooden 1997) and provides easily the
highest density of free C atoms (Fig. 1). Although this zone
had been thought sterile in that regard owing to having
more O than C, the work of CLD99 changed that outlook
greatly. We suggest that the numerous small carbon grains
that grow by carbon association after the linear chains
isomerize into ringed form provide much of the opacity that
SN1987A revealed. Modeling of that opacity must be the
topic of a future work, for in this work we address the
fundamental chemistry by which these C grains condensed
within the O-rich C, O zone.
1.3. Meteoritic Consequences
Evidence from meteorites demonstrates that supernova
interiors have condensed carbon dust. Both graphite and
SiC solids near 1 km in size have been found within carbon-
aceous meteorites and extracted for laboratory study
(Bernatowicz & Walker 1997). These solids have such
widely distinct isotopic compositions in comparison with
solar material and with all expectations for interstellar gas
compositions that they are easily identiÐed as condensates
within gas expelled from stars prior to dilution with sur-
rounding interstellar matter. Of concern here, many are
demonstrably supernova condensates (Nittler et al. 1996 ;
Hoppe et al. 1996a ; Clayton, Amari, & Zinner 1997 ; Amari
& Zinner 1997). Indeed, their distinguishing isotopic char-
acteristics had been predicted decades earlier (Clayton 1975,
1978), so their isotopic strangeness was less unexpected
than was the good fortune of actually Ðnding and extracting
them from the meteorites. A large overabundance of daugh-
ter 44Ca of 60 yr radioactive 44Ti in some of these super-
nova particles (Nittler et al. 1996 ; Hoppe et al. 1996a)
demonstrates unequivocally their supernova origin
(Clayton 1975). But superimposed on the clear supernova
signature is a chemical problem: namely, how does the
carbon dust grow within the supernova interior that has far
more O than C? For most of the supernova gas, especially
interior to the helium-burning shell, the gas is oxidizing.
For almost two decades it has been argued (Clayton
1981) that such carbon grains (at that time still not isolated
from the host meteorites) must have condensed only within
the gas expanded from the prior He-burning shell of super-
novae, because that shell is the only shell wherein the abun-
dance of C exceeds that of O (Fig. 1). But the carbon in that
shell is almost isotopically pure 12C, and its silicon is 28Si-
poor rather than 28Si-rich. The detailed interpretations of
the isotopic ratios measured in the supernova particles have
labored under the presumed requirement (e.g., Hoppe et al.
1996b ; Hoppe et al. 1996a ; Amari & Zinner 1997 ; Trava-
glio et al. 1999) that external matter must mix into this
12C-rich shell without increasing the O abundance to a
value greater than that of C. The problem faced by this
restriction is the set of isotopic ratios measured in these
particles (Clayton et al. 1997) : both the 28Si-rich Si and the
44Ti are separated by a huge mass of oxygen from that
carbon-rich shell, and observed abundances of both the 13C
that would ameliorate the 12C purity and the 15N lie in
O-rich gas. On the other hand, CLD99Ïs calculations
demonstrated that the requirement C/O [ 1 does not apply
in the supernova environment for reasons reviewed above.
The graphite (and other carbon dust) condensation occurs
kinetically in the face of a constraint imposed by the ener-
getic particles and by abundant free O atoms. In the super-
nova during the growth epoch almost all C atoms and O
atoms are free, independent of the C/O ratio, so that distinc-
tions between C/O\ 1 and C/O [ 1 are not appropriate
guidelines.
To understand the precursor abundances for carbon
grains, it is necessary to understand the abundances of the
linear molecule. That is the goal of this work. When nC
nbecomes sufficiently large, the linear chain can sponta-
neously close to a ring. It is the abundances of ringed
isomers that provide the seeds for the growth of macro-
scopic grains. Through the rates of those isomerizations the
abundances of linear molecules determine both theC
nabundances and the Ðnal sizes of carbon solids.
2. RATE EQUATIONS OF LINEAR MOLECULES
Our chemical network contains many types of chemical
reactions for large linear carbon molecules, some of which
have been utilized in some recent models of interstellar
chemistry (Herbst et al. 1994 ; Bettens, Lee, & Herbst 1995 ;
Bettens & Herbst 1995, 1996, 1997 ; Terzieva & Herbst
1998). These reactions and our adopted rate coefficients
(Table 1) are the same as the set chosen by CLD99. To them
should be added the rate for thermal dissociation of each
molecule owing to the ambient temperature and the non-
thermal dissociation owing to Compton electrons. We
provide an estimate of the former rate from detailed balance
below, and we Ðnd that below T \ 2000 K the thermal
dissociation of the molecules can be neglected becauseC
neach one is destroyed more rapidly by chemical reactions
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TABLE 1
RATE COEFFICIENTSa OF REACTIONS OF LINEAR
CARBON CHAINS (n \ 24)C
n
k
Reaction Reactants Products (cm3 s~1) n
Equation (8) . . . . C ] C2n~1 C2n ] hl 10~17 1
10~10 [1
Equation (8) . . . . C ] C2n C2n`1] hl 10~17 1
10~13 [1
Equation (9) . . . . C ] C2n Cm ] C2n~m`1 10~10 [1
Equation (14) . . . O ] C2n`1 CO] C2n 10~12 1
10~13 [1
Equation (14) . . . O ] C2n CO] C2n~1 10~10
a Taken from Clayton et al. 1999.
with free atoms. Similarly, the rate of destruction owing to
Compton electrons, being comparable to that rate for the
CO molecule, is much too slow to compete with chemical
destruction of those molecules that are, unlike CO, chemi-
cally reactive.
With these rates and the coupled di†erential equations
governing the abundances of the linear-chain carbon mol-
ecules, we calculate the evolution of their abundances.
Because the molecules are created and destroyed more
rapidly than the environment changes, they assume station-
ary concentrations. These are the Ðrst carbon molecules to
form in a gas containing abundant free C atoms and O
atoms and bathed in the expected Ñuxes of Compton elec-
trons and X rays, expanding such that its density declines as
t~3. We include large carbon molecules and small solids in
this picture in order to study the growth of solids. Once
small solids exist, they continue to grow if the kinetic reac-
tions of oxidation (destructive) are slower than the kinetic
reactions of C association (growth). Viewed that way, the
survival of C solids when O [ C may then be understood,
because the steady bath of free C atoms maintains growth.
With the CO trap deactivated, the threat to growth of
carbon becomes their oxidation rather than their inaccessi-
bility to condensable C. The competition now is a kinetic
one between growth of a carbon cluster by impact withC
nC atoms, where n is the number of C atoms in the grain, and
breakup of it by impact with O atoms. Even when the latter
are more numerous, kinetic factors can favor growth.
We follow Clayton et al. (1999) in assuming that suffi-
ciently long chains of carbon atoms spontaneously assume
ringed structure, which is more stable than the linear chain
(Bettens & Herbst 1996). For sake of deÐniteness, in this
work we take that isomerization to occur spontaneously
and rapidly when n \ 24, but the isomerization may occur
at signiÐcant rates for chains as small as n \ 10 (Weltner &
Van Zee 1989). This uncertainty will assume considerable
importance. Once ringed molecules exist, their oxidation
rates become much slower and oxidation becomes less a
threat as long as abundant free C atoms also exist. Reac-
tions involving these stable ringed molecules should be pri-
marily associative in nature, because oxidation should not
proceed rapidly. So (or perhaps smaller monocyclicC24rings) may act as an important seed for rapid growth of
larger carbon clusters. Before writing the rate equations
governing the abundances of the linear we next considerC
n
,
their disruption owing to thermal energy of the gas par-
ticles. This term was not studied by CLD99 because they
chose to consider sufficiently late times and low tem-
peratures that thermal dissociation would be too slow.
2.1. T hermal Destruction
The CLD99 equations apply to circumstances for which
the temperature is less than 2000 K, which is low enough
that thermal decomposition of many molecules can be
neglected. This is the case if the destruction rate for each
molecule owing to speciÐc reactions greatly exceeds the
destruction rate attendant to inelastic collisions in the local
thermal bath. That latter destruction rate can be calculated
from the abundance ratios that would exist if local ther-
modynamic equilibrium existed. Consider the molecule C2as speciÐc example of this procedure. Statistical equilibrium










where B(2)\ 6.30 eV is the binding of the molecule, N isC2the number density of each, G is the statistical weight,
and M \ 6 amu is the reduced mass. At T \ 2000 K this
gives, neglecting statistical weight factors, the ratio










which has the value s at T \ 2000 Kq(C2) \ 2.2] 106owing to thermal e†ects alone (with partition function ratio
set to unity). A molecule would thus live about a monthC2at T \ 2000 K before being thermally disrupted. But oxida-
tion destroys much more rapidly. The reaction withC2oxygen has the fast rate cm3 s~1. Since N(O) iskO \ 10~10of order 1010 cm~3 in the CO shell at t \ 2 ] 107 s, the
destruction rate of owing to oxidation isC2 kO N(O)\ 1s~1, fully 2.2 ] 106 times faster than the thermal destruc-
tion rate. Accordingly, we conclude that the thermal
destruction rate of can be neglected for temperatures asC2low as 2000 K. Oxidation is simply much faster owing to
the large kinetic rate and the large abundance of free O.
Similar considerations apply to all linear molecules,C
nalthough their binding energies are smaller than that of C2.Thermal dissociation rates neglecting the statistical weight
factors at two temperatures are included in Table 2 for the
linear-chain molecules, along with other energetic quan-
tities. But Ðrst consider the energetics.
2.2. Heats of Formation
In a signiÐcant work for this problem Bettens & Herbst
(1995) have calculated the heats of formation and the
molecular symmetries for the linear molecules. TheyC
nemployed calculations using molecular dynamics codes and
augmented these with semiempirical scalings to cases where
experimental data exists. Table 2 lists their results (kJ*H
fmole~1) for the heats of formation for those molecules given
by their study. These heats of formation are the values of
the heat required per mole when is assembled from C inC
nits standard reference state, which is graphite. Because our
concern is formation from gaseous C atoms, we need addi-
tionally the value of the heat of formation of free C atoms
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TABLE 2




a *Hb *Ubondc (eV) qth(1500)d qth(2000)d
C2 . . . . . . . 817 [613 [606.8 6.30 8.62] 1011 2.91 ] 106
C3 . . . . . . . 831 [701 [694.8 7.21 1.83] 1015 1.06 ] 109
C4 . . . . . . . 1052 [494 [487.8 5.06 1.74] 101 6.42 ] 10~4
C5 . . . . . . . 1081 [686 [679.8 7.06 1.19] 1011 9.3 ] 104
C6 . . . . . . . 1312 [484 [477.8 4.96 1.44] 101 6.47 ] 10~4
C7 . . . . . . . 1325 [702 [695.8 7.22 7.10] 1011 4.03 ] 105
C8 . . . . . . . 1487 [553 [546.8 5.68 5.61] 103 6.32 ] 10~2
C9 . . . . . . . 1554 [648 [641.8 6.66 1.36] 1010 2.28 ] 104
C10 . . . . . . 1761 [508 [501.8 5.21 2.12] 102 5.89 ] 10~3
C11 . . . . . . 1806 [670 [663.8 6.89 1.08] 1011 1.17 ] 105
C12 . . . . . . 2012 [509 [502.8 5.22 3.02] 102 8.23 ] 10~3
C13 . . . . . . 2049 [678 [671.8 6.97 2.62] 1011 2.41 ] 105
C14 . . . . . . 2263 [501 [494.8 5.14 2.01] 102 6.41 ] 10~3
C15 . . . . . . 2292 [686 [679.8 7.06 6.18] 1011 4.83 ] 105
C16 . . . . . . 2517 [490 [483.8 5.02 1.02] 102 4.04 ] 10~3
C17 . . . . . . 2535 [697 [690.8 7.17 1.80] 1012 1.13 ] 106
C18 . . . . . . 2771 [479 [472.8 4.91 5.01] 101 2.48 ] 10~3
C19 . . . . . . 2778 [708 [701.8 7.28 5.14] 1012 2.58 ] 106
C20 . . . . . . 3025 [468 [461.8 4.79 2.43] 101 1.50 ] 10~3
C21 . . . . . . 3021 [719 [712.8 7.40 1.44] 1013 5.82 ] 106
C22 . . . . . . 3280 [456 [449.8 4.67 1.07] 101 8.43 ] 10~4
C23 . . . . . . 3263 [732 [725.8 7.53 4.69] 1013 1.46 ] 107
C24 . . . . . . 3533 [445 [438.8 4.55 5.05] 100 4.95 ] 10~4
a Heat of formation (kJ mole~1) from Bettens & Herbst 1995.
b Heat of reaction (kJ mole~1) for carbon association (eq. [5]).
c Bond energy change (kJ mole~1) in carbon association (eq. [7]).
d Thermal lifetime (s) against carbon dissociation (eq. [3]).
from the reference state, which is kJ mole~1.*H
f
(C)\ 715






and these quantities are also listed in Table 2. For example,
the heat of reaction of from and C isC3 C2
*H(C3)\ *Hf(C3)[ *Hf(C2)[ *Hf(C)
\ 831 [ 817 [ 715
\ [701 kJ mole~1 . (5)
Negative heats of reaction are exothermic, as these reac-
tions all are. They are exothermic because the C atom is
bound to the previous linear chain molecule. To obtain the
bond energy, however, one notes from the thermodynamic
deÐnition of the enthalpy that its change in a reaction is
dH \ dU ] d(PV )\ dU ] nRT , (6)
where dU is the change in internal energy and n is the
increase in the number of moles of gas. For the example
reaction n \ [1 because the entrance channel contains two
moles (one of and one of C) whereas the exit channelC2contains but one The change of internal energy, given(C3).for such reactions by dH ] RT , can be expressed as the sum
of the increase of thermal energy plus the increase of(32nRT )the bond energy Using RT \ 2.48 kJ mole~1 atdUbond.T \ 298 K (standard reference temperature of 25 C) we Ðnd
that the bond energy
dUbond\ dH ] 52RT \ dH ] 6.2 kJ mole~1 . (7)
For the example forming this givesC3 dUbond(C3)\ [695kJ mole~1. Using the useful conversion factor that 100 kJ
mole~1\ 1.038 eV atom~1 yields the separation energy of
C from to be 7.21 eV, which is greater than the disso-C3ciation energy of 6.30 eV. These separation energies areC2,also listed in Table 2. They are the quantities used to calcu-
late the thermal separation rates for the molecules. For
those molecules not given by Bettens & Herbst (1995),C
nwe interpolate the separation energies based on the system-
atics of those that they did calculate. These separation ener-
gies become as small as 5 eV for therefore, theirC2n ;thermal dissociation will remain of signiÐcance for the
longest time during the expansion and cooling.
A theoretical problem exists if the thermal dissociation
time calculated as we have becomes shorter than the rate at
which the molecules can actually be heated. Destruction
rates by particles (association or oxidation) are already
operating at the kinetic limit k \ 10~10. It is doubtful,
therefore, that molecules can actually be heated in less than
1 s, which is their destruction time to other causes. To not
be taken too far aÐeld in this study, we therefore restrict our
analysis to temperatures low enough that the thermal disso-
ciation times are not less than 1 s. Further study of this
point becomes a study of its own, whereas we pursue our
goal of understanding the kinetic Ñow at low temperature,
taken by us to mean T \ 2000 K.
2.3. Main Chemical Reactions
In the dense, primarily neutral gas of the supernova
ejecta, the carbon molecules grow successively via repeated
radiative associations with C atoms,
C] C
n~1 ] Cn] hl . (8)
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Their heats of reaction and bond energies are given in Table
2. Although reaction (8) is slow with a typical value of the
rate coefficient around 10~17cm3 s~1 for the radiative pro-
duction of small molecules such as and its rate coef-C2 C3,Ðcient increases rapidly for larger molecules because their
numerous vibrational modes absorb and distribute the col-
lision energy so that it rarely accumulates in a dissociative
channel (Freed, Oka, & Suzuki 1982). Thus the larger
chains do not have to radiate immediately to conserve
energy, but instead simply exist in states of high excitation
to be stabilized eventually by photon emission. This greatly
increases the association rate See also CurlÏs (1993) dis-kC.cussion of the production of by the reaction,C6 C3] C3although we will show below that this reaction is not com-
petitive for the lower density supernova kinetics. For even
total n we take reaction (8) to be fast, cm3 s~1.kC\ 10~10However, the time required for radiative association may
exceed the lifetime against a competing channel of de-
excitation, in which case radiative association will proceed
at an e†ectively slower rate. Reaction (8) may, for example,
be slowed down (Bates 1983) in the presence of these com-
peting exothermic channels,
C] C
n~1] Cm ] Cn~m , (9)
unless these reactions are slowed either by sizable exit bar-
riers that are larger than the thermal energies of the mol-
ecules or by spin barriers associated with the electron
symmetry. We call these ““ Ðssion reactions ÏÏ and designate
their rates by For the linear carbon chains with theirk
f
.
thermochemical properties and molecular states listed in
Bettens & Herbst (1995), reaction (9) is exothermic for odd
total number of C atoms in the entrance channel and may
proceed rapidly. But for even total number of C atoms, the
Ðssion reaction either is endothermic (two even fragments)
or involves a change in the total electronic spin of the
molecular system, so it may have a large energy barrier. We
follow CLD99 in neglecting Ðssion for even total number of
C atoms. Because the Ðssion reaction is fast for odd total
number, the radiative association reaction proceeds only
slowly for odd number but rapidly for even total number.
We follow CLD99 by assuming typical values of rate coeffi-
cients of 10~13 and 10~10 cm3 s~1, respectively. Since we
designate rate factors by giving as their arguments the
target nucleus rather than the total number of C atoms in
the entrance channel, the above implies that we take k
f
(2n)
to be the larger value and to be the smaller branch.kC(2n)The Ðssion reaction not only destroys but creates twoC
nsmaller molecules and where m is any integerC
m
C
n~m,value between 2 and n [ 1. The exact distribution of Ðssion
fragments is not known, so we will normally take them to be
equally distributed among all pairs of Ðnal molecules. The
signiÐcance of that assumption will be tested below. More
important is the observation that each Ðssion produces two
smaller molecules ; accordingly, the e†ect of the Ðssion reac-
tions will be to increase the total number of molecules, for
some sets of rates faster than they can be created by associ-
ation. For these rates, no steady state would exist ; however,
the rate set adopted by us does have a steady state. None-
theless, the e†ect of doubling will be demonstrated by an
example below in which the Ðssion causes larger steady
state abundances than would exist if there were no Ðssion
reactions at all.
The heats of formation from Table 2 allow an immediate
test of whether the Ðssion reactions are exothermic. Con-
sider the example
C] C6] C4] C3 (10)
for which the heat of reaction is given by
*H \ H
f
(C4) ] Hf(C3) [ Hf(C6) [ Hf(C)
\ 1052 ] 831 [ 1312 [ 715
\ [144 kJ mole~1, (11)
which is negative, showing that heat is given o†
(exothermic). Because the gaseous mole number is
unchanged, moreover, this heat of reaction represents the
change in bond energy. Similar calculations show that when
the target has odd n, the reaction is endothermic forC
ncases when the Ðssion is into two even-n fragments ; thus we
take those reactions to occur at negligible rate. For the
fragmentation into two odd-n fragments however, theC
nreaction is exothermic. But in these cases the electron spin
must change, and we follow CLD99 in assuming that will
make the reaction slow enough to be neglected. The spin
inhibition can be illustrated by this example :
C] C7] C5] C3 . (12)
Recalling that the C atom is an electronic triplet S \ 1 in its
spin pairing, and referring to the ground-state conÐguration
(Bettens & Herbst 1995), this example reaction can be
written
(S \ 1)] (S \ 0)] (S \ 0)] (S \ 0) . (13)
which clearly requires electron spin Ñip to occur. Thus we
neglect it for purposes of the present study. Summarizing
these rate characteristics we follow CLD99 in taking tokCbe small (10~13 cm3 s~1) for even-n targets because isk
flarge (10~10 cm3 s~1) ; conversely for odd-n targets we take
to be large (10~10 cm3 s~1) because is small (10~13kC kfcm3 s~1).
Once synthesized, a linear carbon chain is destroyedC
nnot only by atomic carbon, either via radiative association






Reaction (14), although exothermic, is slow for n \ 3 due in
part to the existence of an energy barrier of about 0.1 eV
(Woon & Herbst 1996). It may be slow for other odd n
(Herbst & Dunbar 1991) with a typical rate coefficient of
10~13 cm3 s~1, but for even n it is probably rapid with
a typical rate coefficient of 10~10 cm3 s~1 (Terzieva &
Herbst 1998), approaching its collisional limit. We will show
below that the exact rate for odd n is not important as long
as it is less than the rate of C association by odd-n C
n
.
It is important to avoid a common misconception by
being warned that although the energetic electrons are the
major source of destruction of the CO molecule owing to its
chemical inertness against reactions with atoms, they do not
cause competitive destruction of more reactive molecules.
Each chain molecule is destroyed more rapidly byC2chemical reactions than by fast electrons. For this reason
the Compton electrons play no major role other than that
of destroying the CO molecule.
We designate di†ering reaction types by subscript on the
rate factor : for C association ; for oxidation ; andkC kO kffor Ðssion reactions of even-n linear molecules. Writing the
target molecule as the argument of the rate coefficient, the
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destruction rate per unit volume for owing to the reac-C
ntion would be writtenC
n
] O ] C
n~1] CO kO(n)NnNO.With this set of reactions we write the equation for the rate
of change of C
n
.
2.4. T he Growth Equations
The relevant species for the simplest set of chemical reac-
tions in a cooling gas of C and O atoms are taken to be
these : linear C-chain molecules for 2\ n \ 24 ; cyclic CC
nmolecules (ringed) for n º 24 and for some n \ 24 at which
isomerization is sufficiently rapid ; the CO molecule, whose
small abundance does not inÑuence the carbon budget
except at the exhaustion of free carbon ; and carbon solids
for larger particles. The last may begin as bicyclic and tri-
cyclic rings, grow into fullerenes, and ultimately into solids
that we take to be graphite (Hunter et al. 1994 ; von Helden,
Gotts, & Bowers 1993). The time dependence of the abun-
dance of has positive terms from the C association byC
nand from oxidation of It is also produced asC
n~1 Cn`1.Ðssion fragments of the chain when n@[ n ] 1 and whenC
n{n@ is even. Let the fraction of Ðssion reactions of thatC
n{results in a fragment be designated by Then theC
n
b





\ NC[kC(n [ 1)Nn~1[ kC(n)Nn[ kf(n)Nn]
] NO kO(n ] 1)Nn`1[ NO kO(n)Nn







where is the thermal dissociation lifetime of and isqth Cn qeits fast-electron lifetime at low temperature. These Ðnal two
nonchemical dissociation lifetimes are longer than the life-
times against chemical destruction by either free C or free O
except at high temperature ; accordingly, the Ðnal two
destruction terms are omitted in the analysis to follow, but
the e†ect of the Ðrst will be returned to later. This repeats
the simpliÐcation made by CLD99.
Because the abundance changes very slowly in com-N
nparison with its chemical destruction time, its value takes
on a steady state value By factoring out thedN
n
/dt \ 0.

















[skO(n)Nn ] kO(n ] 1)Nn`1 . (16)
For the special case n \ 2 Ðssion does not appear, whereas










] (n ] 1 ] 2k)b
n
(n ] 1 ] 2k)] N
n`1`2k
D
[kO(n)Nn] kO(n ] 1)Nn`1 . (17)
The di†erence in these two equations reÑects the fact that
the Ðssion rate is taken to be zero for odd-n chains andC
nthat the sums appearing in the creation as Ðssion fragments
are therefore written with slightly di†erent indexing.
These two steady state equations can be written in a
24 ] 24 matrix equation
[(1[ FŒ T)LŒ ]YŒ \ PŒ . (18)
where the elements of are the fraction of the destructionFŒ
ijof i leading to j, is a diagonal matrix containing the totalLŒ
destruction rates of the abundance vectorC
i
, YŒ \ [C2, C3,. . . , and where is the production vector, whichC4, C24], PŒis zero except for production of in the Ðrst line from freeC2C atoms, which themselves lie outside the components of
the vector. Although many techniques exist for solving such
matrix equations, we have used an approach devised by
Gupta & Meyer (2001). This methodÏs graph-theory appli-
cations are very powerful for solving other questions that
we intend to pursue in subsequent work. In all results to be
presented, we conÐrmed that the matrix solutions are
correct by direct substitution into the matrix equation to
conÐrm that it is satisÐed.
3. RESULTS
For this work our main goal is study of the system of
chemical equations and clariÐcation of assumptions. For
that purpose it suffices to concentrate on steady state abun-
dances in the presence of Ðxed gaseous concentrations of
free C and O. During realistic evolution, the mass density
declines and the temperature falls and carbon is slowly
depleted from the gas. But even so the molecular abun-
dances remain nearly in steady state, albeit one with a
slowly evolving pattern. Early, above 2000 K, the thermal
dissociation of the molecules must be included in equa-C
ntion (15). But Ðrst we examine the solution in steady state at
sufficiently low temperature that thermal dissociation is too
slow to compete, doing this with the kinetic rates used by
CLD99, which are listed in Table 1. These reference abun-
dances provide a basis for comparison with those calculated
using other rate choices. Equations (16) and (17) express
that steady state for even-n and odd-n molecules.C
nWhen the linear molecule becomes sufficiently long,
spontaneous isomerization will thermally convert it to a
ring. CLD99 chose a conservative n \ 24 for this point, but
the truth is not known and probably occurs also at signiÐ-
cantly smaller n. Equation (15) should include destruction
by an isomerization rate but we assume that rate toN
n
/qiso,be small enough to not disturb the steady state abundances.
The ringed isomer will be much less subject to oxidation, so
that declines markedly in value, whereas the associativekOproperties of carbon are sufficiently robust to maintain a
large value for With the abundance ÑattenskC. kC? kO,(CLD99), resulting in the growth of macroscopic solids.
3.1. Steady State with Standard Rates
Figure 2 shows the steady state abundance ratios
for a gas abundance ratio C/O \ 1 and forN(C
n
)/N(C)
standard reaction rates (Table 1). For reference numerical
rates we choose n \ 1010 cm~3 (Fig. 1) for both free C and
O (squares) ; however, examination of equations (16) and
(17) shows that the solutions for depend only onN(C
n
)/N(C)
the C/O ratio. The same standard result is obtained by our
calculation if each have free density n \ 109 cm~3, for
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FIG. 2.ÈSteady state abundance ratios for a gas abundanceN(C
n
)/N(C)
ratio (C/O) \ 1 is our standard calculation (solid line). For reference
numerical rates we choose n \ 1010 cm~3 (Fig. 1) for both free C and O;
however, examination of eqs. (16) and (17) shows that the solutions for




example. That is our Ðrst conclusion. It explains why the
steady state pattern will change only slowly as the density
declines. Both C and O decline during expansion, preser-
ving their ratio. Because the molecular temperature falls as
the density declines, moreover, the neglect of thermal disso-
ciation becomes increasingly justiÐed. What is plotted are
the fractional abundances relative to free CN(C
n
)/N(C)
atoms, which prior to condensation constitute roughly 99%
of the total density of C atoms. We are not evolving the
distribution as free C is depleted into solids in this work, but
are content to present the chemical picture for Ðxed N(C)
and N(O). The standard calculation takes ambient ratio
C/O \ 1, but results for C/O \ 5, 1/5, and 1/25 are also
shown for comparison. For the range shown to(C8 C18only) the fractional abundance drops steeply from about
10~18 for to about 10~31 forC8 C18.Using the standard result in Figure 2, we can evaluate the
production of by the reaction, which wasC6 C3] C3recommended by Curl (1993) for the laboratory production
of fullerenes from C vapor. Taking the C-density maximum
(Fig. 1) to be n \ 1010 cm~3, the number density of C3becomes cm~3, so the rate (taken to be fast) ofn3\ 10~2production is 10~14 cm~3 s~1. But since the abundanceC6of is cm~3, production by C association isC5 n5\ 10~5 C610~5 cm~3 s~1, fully 9 orders of magnitude faster. The most
competitive route is formation of by reactions betweenC5and which is only 1 order of magnitude slower thanC2 C3,C association by By similar examinations we concludeC4.that the supernova density during the dust epoch is too
small for reactions of this type to compete with simple C
association, as our equations assume.
Our result with C/O\ 1 in Figure 2 is much smaller than
the analogous result obtained by CLD99 in their Figure 2.
The source of this di†erence has been hard to demonstrate
owing to difficulty in recovering the CLD99 calculation.
However, we suspect that their result was one of their calcu-
lations done with the Ðssion rate constant (no Ðssionk
f
\ 0
reactions possible), rather than one with Ðssion included in
the calculation. Our results show that producesk
f
\ 0
abundances very similar to those displayed by CLD99.
Role of isomerization.ÈIt is evident from Figure 2 that
the abundances of linear will continue to decline withC
nincreasing n. The destruction rates for those linear mol-
ecules are just too great to allow a large abundance, even
though they are much greater than thermal equilibrium
would provide. How then are the large graphite solids to be
grown? The key is the spontaneous isomerization of chains
into monocyclic rings. Once that isomerization has
occurred, the resulting ring is much more difficult to destroy
either by Ðssion or by oxidation. But carbon association
can still proceed quite efficiently. These conclusions are
essential to our overall picture, and to envision this we
recommend that one imagine a ringed molecule injected
into a gas of C atoms and O atoms. Our picture is that the
C atoms will associate rapidly, whereas oxidation reactions,
since they require bond breaking, will be much slower. In
short, the carbon particle will grow larger rather than
smaller as long as the abundant supply of free C atoms
remains.
To appreciate such small abundances as those in Figure
2, consider that a fractional abundance near 10~20 is
needed for the Ðnal micron-sized graphites if each is to
contain 1015 C atoms (say) and if they are to constitute
about 10~5 of all C by mass in the ejecta. This will require
isomerization rates (for linear chains shown in Fig. 2) into
ringed C that produce about 10~20 rings per C atom during
roughly the Ðrst year of expansion. This might be achieved
in many ways : a chain with an abundance of 10~20 isomer-
izing at the rate of 10~7 s~1 (that is, s) would yieldqiso \ 1073 ] 10~20 rings per year ; or an abundance of 10~28 isomer-
izing at rate of 10 s~1 would also give 3] 10~20 rings per
year. We can Ðnd no quantitative knowledge of the isomer-
ization rates for linear carbon chains in the literature ; but
we anticipate that the lifetime against isomerization willqisodecrease markedly with increasing length n. No theory or
experiment known to us enables a Ðrm identiÐcation of the
chain length required for sufficiently rapid isomerization. It
was for this reason that CLD99 simply assumed instantane-
ous isomerization at n \ 24. That assumption was imple-
mented by assuming that every carbon association by linear
results in ringed We have retained that assump-C23 C24.tion but note that isomerization of smaller, more abundant
chains may produce more rings than does We there-C24.fore stress that work on those rates are important for super-
nova carbon condensation. Note that the abundances of
Figure 2 do not include the depletion by the unknown
isomerization rates, which were taken to be smaller than
chemical destruction rates for purposes of generating this
calculation.
T he C/O ratio.ÈAnother conclusion from Figure 2 is
that di†erent C/O ratios produce parallel trends, but
reduction of C/O by a factor of 5 reduces the fractional
abundances of only by a factor near 100. Although thisC
nmakes already small abundances even smaller, it is impor-
tant to note that the abundances are not zero for C/O \ 1/
5. This observation emphasizes the kinetic non-LTE nature
of this problem. Were one to instead calculate chemical
thermal equilibrium at C/O\ 1/5, the abundance of C
nwould be vanishingly small ! Second, even if C/O\ 1/5,
10~20 rings may be produced per year from say, if itsC14,isomerization rate is near 10 s~1. On the other hand, a
carbon-rich C/O \ 5, as may exist in the He-burning shell
(see Fig. 1), produces no great increase of abundances in the
supernova problem, whereas it is a huge facilitator in equi-
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librium condensation calculations because when C/O\ 5
one obtains free carbon in the equilibrium calculation, but
carbon is maintained free by radioactivity in the supernova
problem. For the C/O \ 5 case, one must realize that oxi-
dation by free oxygen still exists, because free oxygen exists
even when it is less abundant than carbon. It is restored by
disruption of CO. In this case oxidation is the net result of
the radioactivityÏs maintenance of free oxygen even when
O \ C. So the radioactivity is essential to understanding of
the chemical problem regardless of the relative abundances
of C and O.
3.2. Population Control
More abundant nucleation does not imply more very
large particles. The nuclei must not be too abundant or
there will not exist enough C atoms to enable them to grow
into large graphite particles. Kinetic destruction of the
linear molecules controls their population, which in turn
allows the rare ringed isomers to grow large before free C is
depleted. Sufficient collisions to deplete all of the carbon do
occur within an expanding supernova interior (see ° 4). If
the ringed nucleation molecules were as abundant as 10~12
per C, they could grow no larger than 1 km (about 1012
atoms) before depleting all of the C into graphite. They
would thus be too abundant to restrict the mass fraction to
10~5 for 1 km particles. We call this principle ““ population
control.ÏÏ We note that for this problem the ringed-isomer
abundance near 10~20 appears to be about right.
When the linear molecule becomes sufficiently long,
spontaneous isomerization will thermally convert it to a
ring. The issue of the length required is signiÐcant, because
the abundance declines by about 0.01 from one even n toC
nthe next. Were the isomerization to occur at n \ 20 rather
than n \ 24, the subsequent Ñat abundance level would be
about 105 times increased, which would result in a corre-
sponding increase in the abundances of the carbon solids
that grow from the isomerization point, but at a cost to
their Ðnal sizes if free C is depleted. The abundances and
sizes of large solids are in this way determined by oxidative
and Ðssion population control of the linear molecules,C
nbecause their abundances in turn control the creation rate
of ringed isomers.
An example of the possible application of population
control may be seen in the comparison of the He-burning
shell of Figure 1 (where C/O\ 5) with the CO core (where
C/O \ 1/5). Figure 2 shows that whatever the identity of
the most e†ective isomerizing chain (say, just forC14deÐniteness), the number of ringed isomers per C atom is
2000 times greater in the helium-burning shell than in the
CO core. This means that if depletion of carbon later
becomes total, the Ðnal graphite grains will contain 2000
times fewer C atoms in the helium-burning shell. They will
thus be about 10 times smaller in radius. This may explain
the paucity of large graphites recovered experimentally
from meteorites that were condensed within the helium-
burning shell. If on the other hand the C does not deplete
and the grain growth is collision limited, the lower C
density in the He shell (Fig. 1) will again result in smaller
particles there. This should be taken not so much as a Ðrm
prediction as an example of population control in action.
3.3. Contrast with T hermal Equilibrium
Many have found it hard to grasp the distinction between
the steady state abundances for the molecules and theC
n
unrestricted steady state that occurs in thermal and chemi-
cal equilibrium. With our results it becomes possible to
clarify this with simple numerical observations. For deÐ-
niteness focus on the time in the expansion of the CO core
of a supernova when the C density has fallen to
N(C)\ 1010 cm~3. Our calculation (Fig. 1) gives N(C2)\103 cm~3 in steady state. The ratio in chemi-Neq(C2)/N(C)2cal thermal equilibrium was discussed in ° 2.1, where we
showed that at T \ 2000 K the ratio would be





\ 0.22 , (19)
where the subscript ““ eq ÏÏ reminds us that it applies to true
equilibrium. By contrast, the solution obtained in steady






fully 6 orders of magnitude smaller, a result that can be seen
readily by equating the creation of with its main mode ofC2destruction, oxidation : namely,
kCN(C)2\ kO(C2)N(C2) , (21)
and by noting and The resultkC\ 10~17 kO \ 10~10.follows. Although this sounds as if one obtains more inC2the state of thermal and chemical equilibrium, that impres-
sion is deceptive. In thermal equilibrium the free abundance
of carbon N(C) at T \ 2000 K would be tiny, not
N(C)\ 1010 cm~3. The carbon would be overwhelmingly
bound in CO molecules, as we discussed previously. In that





\ 2.2] 10~11N(C)eq . (22)
It is the small size of that makes thermal-equilibriumN(C)eqabundances very small. By contrast, the steady state solu-
tion has the luxury of abundant free carbon owing to the
nonthermal destruction of CO.
The distinction can equally well be seen from the bal-
ances of reaction rates. In chemical thermal equilibrium,
every reaction occurs at the same rate as the inverse of that
reaction. That is a condition that is not true in simple
steady state. Thus the rate of radiative creation of whichC2,is 10~17(1010)2\ 103 cm~3 s~1, should be exactly balanced
in thermal equilibrium by the thermal photodestruction
rate of Section 2.1 showed its lifetime to be 2.2 ] 106 sC2.at T \ 2000 K, so thermal disruption of occurs only atC2the rate N(C2)/2.2 ] 106 \ 103/2.2] 106\ 4.5] 10~4.This thermal dissociation rate of fails by a factor nearC2106 to balance the creation of by association. TheC2destruction rate of is instead dominated by oxidation, asC2the average molecule lives only 1 s before destruction by
oxidation.
The gross mismatch between chemical thermal equi-
librium and the steady state set up by reaction kinetics
serves as a vivid illustration of the supernova conditions
insofar as the condensation of carbon is concerned. Owing
to the radioactive destruction of CO molecules, the free
carbon density N(C) remains very high, much more than
thermal equilibrium would ever allow near 2000 K. At that
temperature all of carbon has normally reacted with some-
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thing and, except in radioactive supernovae, remains
bound. It is the large free carbon density at low temperature
that drives carbon condensation in the radioactive super-
nova.
3.4. A CO Diagnostic of Core Collapse to a Black Hole
We point to a signiÐcant diagnostic of a massive-star
supernova whose core collapses to a black hole. Fallback
would swallow most of the radioactive 56Co, 57Co, and 44Ti
created in the alpha-rich freezeout of shocked matter. In
this case the radioactive environment will be diminished by
a large factor, with the result that CO is not dissociated as
rapidly. The steady abundance of CO will increase in pro-
portion. Such a core-collapse supernova will eject a huge
mass of CO molecules in comparison with the mass ejected
from SN1987A. Observation of such a phenomenon would
diagnose (or conÐrm other observations) that the core has
collapsed to a black hole, or at least that the radioactivity
fell back onto the neutron star.
3.5. Survey of Reaction Rates
Because supernova condensation is controlled by kinetic
rates it is of interest to examine which reaction rates are the
most critical for the outcome. In what follows we increase
or decrease all of the reaction rates of speciÐed type. For
example, we Ðrst change all Ðssion rates by the same factor.
Fission rates.ÈFission rates are very important. We have
taken their rates to be as fast as oxidation in the destruction
of the even-n chains. Figure 3 shows the standard reference
calculation as well as a comparison result if the Ðssion rate
for even n is slowed from the fast to 10~11 cm3k
f
\ 10~10
s~1 and then even more to 10~12 cm3 s~1 with all other
rates held at the reference values. It is clear that despite the
continued rapid destruction by oxidation, the abundances
increase greatly (about 15 orders of magnitude for byC20)the slowdown factor (100) in these even-n Ðssion rates.
The standard calculation has taken the identical Ðssion
rate for each molecule, but we examine whether individ-C2nual variations from that rate are signiÐcant, and if so, which
Ðssioning molecule has largest impact on the overall
FIG. 3.ÈStandard reference calculation as well as a comparison result if
the Ðssion rate for even n is slowed from the fast to 10~11 cm3k
f
\ 10~10
s~1 and then even more to 10~12 cm3 s~1 with all other rates held at the
reference values. It is clear that despite the continued rapid destruction by
oxidation, the abundances increase greatly (about 15 orders of magnitude
for by the slowdown factor (100) in these even-n Ðssion rates.C20)
TABLE 3
ENHANCEMENTS OF AND WHENC4, C10, C20 kf(n)IS REDUCED BY A FACTOR OF 10
n
SPECIES 4 6 8 10 12
C4 . . . . . . . 1.90 0.999 1 1 1
C10 . . . . . . 1.90 9.79 9.81 9.81 1
C20 . . . . . . 1.89 9.79 9.81 9.81 9.81
problem. Table 3 shows selected results illustrating the
comparative signiÐcance of the rate of Ðssion of on theC2nsteady state abundances. Each value of for even n is, ink
fturn, decreased by a factor of 10 to cm3 s~1, andk
f
\ 10~11
the resulting enhancement of the steady state abundances is
listed for three characteristic molecules : andC4, C10, C20.The results are somewhat difficult to understand at Ðrst
glance. Easiest to understand is that the 10-fold smaller
Ðssion rate for (fourth column) results in larger abun-C4dance for by a factor of 1.9. This increase reÑects theC4smaller destruction rate of which is destroyed equallyC4,by Ðssion and oxidation in the standard case but primarily
by oxidation when its Ðssion rate is reduced 10-fold ; whence
the ratio of total destruction rates is just 2.0/1.1 \ 1.82,
most of the factor of 1.9 by which the abundance hasC4increased. But one also notices that every heavier thanC
nthe molecule whose Ðssion rate is reduced is increased by
the same factor, not just the one having its Ðssion rate
reduced. This is because the linear equation set maintains
the identical ratios for heavier molecules. For example,
reduction of for (sixth column) increases the abun-k
f
C6dance of and by identical factors of 9.79. The abun-C10 C20dances of and are increased by an almost identicalC10 C20factor if the reduction of Ðssion rate occurs at either orC8a factor of 9.81 each. This can be understood as aC10,feedback that attempts to maintain the abundances below
the one having reduced Ðssion at the values that they took
on in the standard calculation, but doing so requires a
factor of 10 increase in abundance of that moleculeC
nwhose Ðssion rate is being reduced to o†set the factor of 10
reduction of its It is helpful to recall from Figure 2 thatk
f
.
in the standard calculation the abundance falls by about 2
orders of magnitude for each increase of n by 2. Thus the
factors shown in Table 3 as abundances relative to standard
show that the fall is reduced from 2 orders of 10 to just 1 by
the reduction of by a factor of 10.k
fTable 4 shows selected results illustrating the compara-
tive signiÐcance of the identity of the dominant channel for
Ðssion by one molecule, taken for illustration to be onC10,the steady state abundances of andC4, C8, C10, C12, C20.The numbers entered are the enhancement factors for that
TABLE 4
FISSION OF (100% INC10 Cm)
LARGER FRAGMENT m
SPECIES 6 7 8 9
C4 . . . . . . . 1 1 1 1
C8 . . . . . . . 0.999 1.00 1.00 0.999
C10 . . . . . . 0.750 0.751 0.751 114.8
C12 . . . . . . 0.750 0.751 0.751 114.2
C20 . . . . . . 0.750 0.751 0.751 112.2
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abundance if the larger fragment is (in which case theC





Ðssion rate is focused successively into a single speciÐc
channel, with m being the larger fragment,C
m
] C11~m,instead of being distributed equally among all channels (our
standard assumption). For each speciÐc choice of the Ðssion
channel (as identiÐed by the larger fragment) the resulting
enhancement of the abundance is listed for those Ðve mol-
ecules. One notices that concentrating Ðssion into any
channel but the heaviest has little e†ect on the abundances,
whereas Ðssion concentrated into the heaviest channel (C9)results in signiÐcant enhancement factors for each molecule
heavier than latter increase by an equal factor toC9.Themaintain constant ratios above n \ 9, and the size of that
enhancement is determined by a surprisingly large
reduction of the e†ective destruction rate of the Ðssioning
molecule, which comes about because oxidation is not
really e†ective destruction of since the resulting odd-nC2nmolecule overwhelmingly associates with a C atom to
return to the Ðssioning nucleus. Concentrating Ðssion into
the heaviest fragment possible is equivalent to endowing
Ðssion with e†ectively the same result as oxidation, that is,
ine†ective as a destruction mechanism.
Figure 4 repeats Figure 3, but with one di†erent curve for
which the standard Ðssion rate for each even-n molecule is
concentrated entirely into its largest fragment. It can be
seen that the result increases the abundances almost to the
level they would have were Ðssion neglected entirely (k
f
\
0). We thereby demonstrate that the Ðssion reaction
branchings cluster into two groups whose relative size is
signiÐcant : namely, Ðssion into the largest fragment Cmaxand Ðssion into all other channels. Because these] C2,branchings are poorly known, it is to be hoped that the
theory of this reaction and measurements can guide this
interesting application.
Carbon-association rates.ÈThe carbon-association rate
with linear is also important, but also unknown. WeC2nhave taken the C-association rate to be small for even C2n,
FIG. 4.ÈFast Ðssion into only the largest fragment. This repeats for
reference the e†ect of decreased Ðssion rates as in Fig. 3, but with one
added curve (solid line) for which the standard Ðssion rate for each even-n
molecule is retained at its standard fast value but concentrated for each
reaction entirely into its largest fragment. It can be seen that doing so
increases the abundances almost to the level they would have were Ðssion





abundances similar to those obtained by CLD99.
only 1/1000 of the Ðssion rate, because the fast Ðssion does
not allow time for the C association to radiatively stabilize.
Here we explore the sensitivity to its actual value. Results
are shown in Figure 5. Increasing for even n from 10~13kCto 10~11 cm3 s~1 while holding other rates Ðxed vastly
increases the abundances. Increasing association 10-fold to
cm3 s~1 is almost identical to slowing thekC\ 10~12Ðssion rate by a factor of 10 (see Fig. 3). This similarity
shows that it is the branching ratio for even-n mol-kC/kfecules that governs the abundances as long as only modest
variations are involved. But further increase to kC \ 10~11cm3 s~1 results in huge abundance increase. Even though
that association rate remains smaller than both destruction
rates of by a factor of 10, it produces a much ÑatterC2nabundance curve. With such a Ñat curve, the doubling of
molecule number accomplished by each Ðssion plays an
important new role in the steady state abundances, which
become even greater than those that would obtain were
there no Ðssion at all ! That is, Ðssion actually increases the
abundance of each for even-n association rates as largeC
nas cm3 s~1. Inefficient population controlkC\ 10~11resulting from that large value of would, however, createkCtoo many particles (unless isomerization to ringed structure
is much slower than expected), resulting in a large number
of small graphite grains rather than a smaller number of
large ones (as observed).
Figure 5 includes one case simultaneously altering andkCfor the even-n chain molecules. The standard value ofk
f
kCis increased by a factor of 30 to cm3 s~1kC\ 3 ] 10~12while the Ðssion rate is reduced 10-fold to cm3k
f
\ 10~11
s~1. Each change separately increases each abundance
moderately, but acting together they produce a dramatic
increase in abundance.
We demonstrate in Figure 6 that the assumption of fast
for the odd-n linear chains is not so crucial. This iskC C2n`1because C association dominates destruction of odd-n mol-
ecules ; decreasing all such rates would therefore increase
their abundances but for its also decreasing the creation
rates of the even-n by compensating factors. These com-C2npensate within the general decline. Figure 6 illustrates that
FIG. 5.ÈIncreasing for even n to 10~11 cm3 s~1 while holding otherkCrates Ðxed vastly increases the abundances. Increasing association 10-fold
is almost identical to slowing the Ðssion rate by a factor of 10 (see Fig. 3).
We also include one case where and are altered simultaneously forkC kfthe even-n chain molecules. The standard value of is increased by akCfactor of 30 while the Ðssion rate is reduced by a factor of 10.
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FIG. 6.ÈChanges of the fast for the odd-n linear chains ThiskC C2n`1.weak dependence arises because C association dominates destruction of
odd-n molecules.
even a 2 order of magnitude decrease of leaves the samekCgeneral decline in abundances, although it does smooth out
the odd-even e†ect.
Oxidation rates.ÈWe have taken the oxidation rate to be
fast for even-n chains and to be cm3 s~1 forkO \ 10~13odd-n chains, which is much smaller than the C-association
rate for odd n. If the oxidation rate for odd n is less than the
C-association rate, its exact value is not a critical unknown.
We Ðnd that increasing the value of by even a factor ofkO100 does not alter the abundance curve. Figure 7 shows the
factor by which the abundances are changed by plotting the
ratio of the abundance of after the alteration of rates toC
nits value with the standard rates. Only a very small change
(open circles) results from a factor of 50 increase of NotekO.that the standard calculation is not shown in Figure 7, but it
would be a horizontal line at unity. Other results are plotted
in their ratio to the standard result.
FIG. 7.ÈE†ect of oxidation rates. The factor by which changes of oxi-
dation rates change the abundances are shown by plotting the ratio of the
abundance of after the alteration of rates against its value using theC
nstandard rates. Only a very small change (open circles) results from a factor
of 50 increase of Note that the standard calculation is not shown butkO.would be a horizontal line at unity. Also shown as Ðlled squares in Fig. 7 is
the change of abundances caused by the reduction of odd-n by a factorkCof 50, as well as that change coupled with the increase of oxidation by a
factor of 50.
Also shown as solid squares in Figure 7 is the reduction
of odd-n by a factor of 50. When this change alone iskCmade, the odd are not a†ected (because althoughC2n`1they are destroyed 50 times more slowly, they are also pro-
duced 50 times more slowly by the decreased abundance of
the even which are themselves reduced by a factor of 50C2n,because their production has been decreased by that factor).
However, simultaneous large increase of and decrease ofkOwould impact these results more dramatically. ThekCbottom curve in Figure 7 illustrates this with increasedkOby a factor of 50 to cm3 s~1 and associ-kO \ 5 ] 10~12ation slowed by the same factor of 50 to kC\ 2 ] 10~12cm3 s~1. Such modiÐcation makes oxidation slightly faster
than C association for odd-n molecules, with the evident
drop in chain abundances in Figure 7. is now aboutC2010~9 of the standard result. IdentiÐcation of the signiÐcant
kinetic rates is clouded by such examples where changing
two rates produces a much bigger e†ect than could be
guessed naively from the individual impact of each change
separately.
4. GROWTH OF LARGE GRAPHITE SOLIDS
This paper has calculated the abundances of the linear-
chain molecules and their dependences on collisional rates.
We have also discussed the importance of isomerization
rates in determining the creation rate of ringed isomers. We
conclude by summarizing how these lead to the macro-
scopic particles contained in the interstellar medium and
trapped within meteorites.
The fractional abundance 10~20 may sound very small,
but CLD99 showed that it is not too small for what is
observed of supernova graphite particles. From the concen-
tration of supernova graphite in carbonaceous meteorites, it
can be concluded (Clayton et al. 1997) that the mass frac-
tion of all interstellar carbon that had been ejected from
supernovae as large graphite particles is near 10~5. Since 10
km particles contain 1015 C atoms, their number fraction
should be no greater than 10~20, comparable to the number
fractions that can be generated by our calculations, depend-
ing on the isomerization rate of linear molecules into rings.
Consider Ðrst the fate of a ring molecule created by an
isomeric transition of linear We expect carbon to associ-C
n
.
ate rapidly with such ring molecules. For an associative rate
coefficient cm3 s~1 and carbon density nearkC \ 10~101010 cm~3, the mean time between successive captures is of
order s. For simplicity assume that conden-1/kC nC\ 1sation begins at that time But because the C density ist0.declining owing to expansion as thenC(t) \ nC(t0)(t/t0)~3,growth rate at each value of n for a chosen particle is also
declining. If is taken to be constant and if declineskC nC(t)only by expansion without depletion, the equation
dn
dt
\ kC nC(t) \ 1s~1(t/t0)~3 (23)





if we assume that the process begins in roughly half a year
s, say, as in Fig. 1). With such assumptions we(t0\ 2 ] 107expect a fairly Ñat fractional abundance out all the way to
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n \ 107. CLD99 called this the ““ Ñat model ÏÏ (although
that name is not especially suitable). This is already anmaxparticle of diameter near 0.1 km, about one-tenth of the size
of the large supernova graphite particles studied in the
laboratory (Amari & Zinner 1997). But it is well short of the
n \ 1012 atoms required by a 1 km grain.
As CLD99 pointed out, macroscopic carbon grains
increase in geometric area, so that should increase inkCproportion. This assumption is similar to the assumption
made long ago (Clayton & Wickramasinghe 1976 ; Clayton
1979) in their exploration of particle growth in an explo-
sively expanding medium. They used where s isk \ sna2vth,the sticking probability, a is the radius of the particle, and
is the mean thermal speed of the C atoms. Their integra-vthtion analytically gives near 100 km for unit stickingamaxprobability, considerably greater than the micron-sized
graphites from supernovae found in the meteorites.
To achieve a size in excess of 0.1 km within the time
available, must grow with n, as may occur because ofk
n
(C)
the larger surface area of the macroparticles. CLD99 called
this growth of with size a ““ growth model,ÏÏ whichkCassumes for n [ 24 and which produces a muchk
n
(C)P n2@3
larger population of the micron-sized dust particles by
increasing the Ðnal size reached. Figure 3 in CLD99 showed
their result for the fractional mass in decadal size bins :
namely, that it increases with particle size. It predicts that
the greatest mass fraction resides in the largest graphite
particles. This may account for the meteoritic observations
that most of the supernova graphite seems to be large
(0.8È20 km) particles with mass fractions of order 10~5
(Clayton et al. 1997). We can estimate the Ðnal sizes if we
assume that the C density declines owing only to expansion.
The growth of particle size will instead be
dn
dt











B3\ 6 ] 1016 . (26)
This is a larger graphite SUNOCON (40 km) than any yet
found within meteorites, which are 0.8È20 km. Though this
calculation is both rough and optimistic, it conÐrms the
result of Clayton & Wickramasinghe (1976) and Clayton
(1979) : namely, very large graphites may grow in a super-
nova if the gaseous C is not depleted. Whether the C is
depleted depends upon the number of grain nuclei
(population control).
Oxides.ÈThese same principles, when mirrored, also
enable oxides to grow within supernova gas having C [ O.
Possible evidence of such an oxide grain has been reported
(Choi, Huss, & Wasserburg 1998) in the form of corundum
grains from the Semarkona meteorite with a large(Al2O3)excess of 18O. This large 18O excess exists in the He-
burning shell of the supernova, which is also the only super-
nova shell having C[ O (Clayton 1981), a composition
that would otherwise be expected under thermochemical
equilibrium to prevent condensation of an aluminum oxide
solid by locking up the oxygen in CO molecules. We stress
that within supernovae the relative abundance of C and O
does not determine whether carbon or oxide grains may
condense, as it does in thermal equilibrium. Indeed, the
maintenance of free O atoms in that zone may conspire to
facilitate the growth of even while carbon is simulta-Al2O3neously condensing.
Fullerenes.ÈDoes this model lead to fullerenes? With
our assumption of rapid carbon association for ringed mol-
ecules, an isomeric ring created when the free C density is
large will be quickly converted to a large graphite particle.
That bypasses fullerenes. The situation might seem more
promising near the end of the condensation, when both
depletion and expansion yield a small density of free
carbon. The subsequent growth of rings made at this time
will be collision limited. Final sizes for them may be appro-
priate for fullerenes. But examination of our Figure 2
reveals that the mass fraction of carbon in such fullerenes
would then be small.
A more promising approach questions the chemical
assumptions. To obtain a large mass fraction in fullerenes
seems to require that a reason be found to halt C-
association growth for certain fullerenesÈ““magic
numbers ÏÏÈthat is, to create them early when is stilln
Clarge but have them withdraw from further growth, as if
relatively inert. Exactly this has been described by Curl
(1993), who notes that buckminsterfullerene has no weak
point for chemical attack, all C atoms being identical and
equal. Though slightly less true for other fullerenes, this
difficulty of chemical attack may leave abundant fullerenes
as ““ survivors ÏÏ of the otherwise upward associative Ñow. A
simple picture might have a C atom sticking (weakly) to a
fullerene then being quickly removed thermally or by oxida-
tion. We note that fullerenes have been reported in carbon-
aceous meteorites (Becker, Bunch, & Allamandola 1999),
although some controversy has surrounded the reports. We
regard this ““ survivor mechanism ÏÏ as a credible source for
abundant supernova fullerenes. Let it be clear that most of
the association Ñow through does not pass throughC60buckminsterfullerene but rather through a higher energy
isomer of 60 atoms. Only if isomeric transition to the ful-
lerene occurs within the few seconds available before the
next C association does the fullerene remain as an inert
survivor ; Hunter et al. (1994) and von Helden et al. (1993)
have described the annealing of rings into fullerenes.
5. SUMMARY
We have presented this scenario for the condensation of
large graphite grains within the O-rich CO core of Type II
supernovae. The radioactivity produces fast particles that
directly or indirectly disrupt the CO molecule, leaving
ample free C and O. The C atoms associate into linear
chains of rapidly dropping abundance with length n. Their
population is controlled by the destructive oxidation and
Ðssion reactions that proceed rapidly on even-n chains.
The key dynamic feature is the isomerization of a linear
chain into a ringed isomer. From that moment on,C
n
C
ncarbon association remains fast, but the destructive oxida-
tion and Ðssion reactions become much slower. This
enables steady capture of C atoms until larger sizes are
achieved. First bicyclic and tricyclic rings may anneal to
fullerenes (Hunter et al. 1994 ; von Helden et al. 1993). All
ringed clusters nucleate the macroscopic graphite grains,
which contain up to n \ 1015 atoms in the SUNOCONs
found within meteorites. The C-association rate increases
owing to the increasing geometric size of the macroparticle,
concentrating the condensed-C mass fraction into the
largest sizes that can be achieved during the few years of
expansion and condensation.
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This sequence e†ectively identiÐes the nucleation for the
growth of macroscopic grains. It alleviates the need to
admix gases from elsewhere in the attempt to maintain a
C/O ratio greater than unity, because free carbon exists
anyhow. This nucleation theory replaces (in the supernova)
the chemical equilibrium nucleation theory.
We have surveyed the dependence of this result on the
unknown kinetic reaction rates involved. Key among these
are the ratio of C association to C-induced Ðssion for the
even-n linear chains ; the ratio of Ðssion into the largest-
fragment channel to that into all other channels ; and the
absolute value of the C-association rate for the few-n mol-
ecules, which requires that they capture Ðrst and radiatively
stabilize later. Above all, no large grains would be grown
but for the isomerization into ringed molecules, the lifetimes
for which become key astrophysical data, still unknown.
The results are of high signiÐcance for the optical proper-
ties of young supernova remnants (1È10 yr old) and for the
supernova astrophysics that can be found written in presol-
ar graphite (and SiC) grains that demonstrably condensed
within supernovae (Clayton et al. 1997).
This 4 year project owes thanks to many. Weihong Liu
and Alex Dalgarno greatly contributed to the development
of the quantitative picture and its key chemical steps. Eric
Herbst and Ryan Bettens o†ered very helpful advice and
data concerning the molecules. Lih-Sin The helped with the
computations. Craig Wheeler provided Figure 1 within a
stimulating numerical study of CO formation within a
model of SN1987A. This work has been supported by the
Cosmochemistry program of NASA and by NSF grant AST
98-19877.
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